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Just like you ( versão 2)
Three Days Grace

Intro.: Bb5 Ab5 F5 Db5 Bb5 Bb5  Gb5* Ab5 

 Bb5  Ab5  F5 Db5  Bb5 Bb5 (2x) Gb5 Ab5
i could be mean i could be angry
you know i could be just like you
i could be fake i could be stupid (repete)
you know i could be just like you

C5
    you thought you were standing beside me
Db5
    you were only in my way
C5                                           Gb5        Ab5
    you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you

refrao

Bb5                    Db5
you thought you were there to guide me
Ab5
   you were only in my way
Bb5                   Db5                 Gb5       Ab5 (Bb5 Ab5 F5 Db5 Bb5 Bb5)
you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you

 Bb5 Ab5 F5 Db5 Bb5 Bb5 (2x)  Gb5 Ab5

 i could be calm i could be ruthless
you know i could be just like you
i could be weak i could be senseless (repete)
you know i could be just like you

C5
    you thought you were standing beside me
Db5
    you were only in my way
C5                                           Gb5        Ab5
    you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you

refrao

Bb5                    Db5
you thought you were there to guide me
Ab5
   you were only in my way
Bb5                   Db5                 Gb5       Ab5
you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you



Gb5    Db5    Bb5 Bb5 Ab5 Gb5 Ab5
on      my    own
Gb5                    Ab         Bb5
 cause i can?t take living with you
Gb5   Db5     Bb5 Bb5 Ab5 Gb5 Ab5
i?m   a  - lone
Gb5                  Ab           Bb5  Bb5 Ab5 Gb5 Ab5
so i won?t turn out like you want me to

C5
    you thought you were standing beside me
Db5
    you were only in my way
C5                                           Gb5        Ab5
    you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you

refrao

Bb5                    Db5
you thought you were there to guide me
Ab5
   you were only in my way
Bb5                   Db5                 Gb5       Ab5
you?re wrong if you think that i?ll be just like you

( Bb5  Ab5 F5 Db5  Bb5  Bb5  Gb5 Ab5)
i could be mean i could be angry
you know i could be just like you


